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Rev Canon Jones

Dear Sir,

I have just received a letter from Rev W. Greenwood in which he offers me the position under him. However another difficulty has arisen which I would like to have cleared up before I accept this position.

My brother has written to me in reference to the vacation during the course which amount altogether to about 5 months. I understood from what Mr Kirkby told me that during this period I would be allowed to batch in the College, if I so desired, and the
only extra expense would be about 1/- a week for light.
Of course should this be the case it would be alright, but if during the vacation I had 
[page 3] to pay board and lodging as well as college fees it would run me into from £12 to 15£ extra.
I am sorry to have to cause you so much trouble in connection with this matter, but if you tell my brother all the particulars he could write and it would save you the extra trouble.
Should this be arranged alright I don’t see anything that would hinder
me from coming.
As I am anxious
about this matter, I
hope to have an
early reply.
Yours obed’y
J.A. Rowell